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Desks 
Chairs
Soft seaitng
Space division
Reception-Transit
Filing systems
Accessories

Product
We are a brand that makes those who use 

our products feel good
 

We manufacture products to improve well-being.
We design products and spaces that promote well-being. 

To do this we innovate. And of course, we are sustainable in 
order to look after our environment.
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Committed to well-being
0% Formaldehyde*

* All Actiu products manufactured with raw particleboard and thermofused laminate surfaces are certified according to the emission 
standards established by the US EPA TSCA Title VI and Phase 2 of the CARB (California Air Resources Board).

Actiu has implemented a pioneering measure in Europe, incorporating MDF 0% formaldehyde as standard throughout 
its product range and not just in particular batches.

The absence of this harmful compound, which increases the risk of certain diseases, complies with the American 
Toxic Substances Control Act which promotes the health of occupants of work environments, as well as helping to 
attain WELL certification.

In this way, Actiu products, manufactured in a sustainable environment that promotes well-being such as the Actiu 
Technology Park, provide a new added value to equip more people-friendly workplaces.

*This document may vary as for finishes and models that had been made specially for the project. Please check with Actiu. 
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All categories shown and their corresponding 
products enjoy MDF boards free of formaldehyde.

Products free of Formaldehyde

Desks Storage Library Reception
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The sliding top system can be blocked to stop 
it from moving depending on the client needs 
and includes ending caps. It also includes an 
earth wire system to avoid accumulation of 
electrostatics charges in the workplace. 

by Actiu

Product
Vital Plus ST
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Vital Plus combines the high performance 
for the user with the sliding top system and 
the goal post or loop structures options. 

by Actiu

Vital Plus 60
Product
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Vital Plus 300
by Actiu

Product
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Vital 300 is the new program of tables that 
aligns with the new trends and real need 
of the new workers. It helps generate more 
communication and dynamic workflows. 

Communicate, share 
and collaborate to
Work better
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New solution 
for workspaces

Vital Plus Spine
by Actiu

Product
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Vital Pro
by Actiu

Product
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Simple layouts with rectangular lines, easy 
to assemble and an elegan design define 
the Vital Pro system. A collection capable 
of bringing multiple furnishing solutions 
adaptable to all the different needs of the 
workplace and architectural environment. 
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Vital
by Actiu

Product
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Vital is a wide and complete desking system, able to 
match with lots of accessories and provide the solutions 
needed for large building and projects.

Meeting
and team work
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Prisma  is a Nordic style operative desk program with 
an exquisite leg union system that provides a compact 
and elegant aspect to the desk, in which each element 
is part of the whole object.

Simplicity &
structural elegance

Prisma
by Sylvain Carlet & Isern Serra

Product
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The junction of its legs, in a pyramidal shape with a compact 

aspect, that seems to be produced in just one piece, has been 

a challenge in the designing and manufacturing process of 

this table. 
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Twist integrates connectivity and 

technology. This range manages to 

overturn the way in which we interpret 

work spaces, the objective of which is 

to ensure that the people inhabiting 

them interact, by offering them multiple 

solutions that grant the office with agility, 

rhythm, freshness and flexibility. 

Twist
by Enrico Frigerio

Product
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When, where
and how they work
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Among its varied range of possible configurations, 
Twist incorporates “cell”, a very practical variable 
for hot desking, informal meetings or for 
facilitating cooperation between professionals. 
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Arkitek supported on storage or block becomes a 
restrained and practical combination that provides full 
functionality and greater organization to work spaces. 

Arkitek
by Alegre Studio

Product
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Born for the
Architecture
Meeting tables in the Arkitek program allow to create 
very personal meeting areas, close to the workstation. 
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Longo
by Ramos & Bassols

Product
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The configuration of Longo stems from a solid extruded aluminium structure 

on which we attach the cast iron legs and endless possibilities to achieve the 

desired environment, always maintaining  a unitary visual concept. 
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Media tables integrate naturally new technologies with furniture. 

Table is made of hardwood materials, with large dimensions and a 

trapezoidal shape. Its design allows all users to be connected; the 

present and the online ones. This version of Power incorporates a 

panel to hold the TV screen with central cable management that 

facilitates the connection of all devices.

Power
by ITEMDesign Works

Product
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Flexibility
for each use
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Sitting for extended periods of time has many 

different consequences. This program was created 

to prevent these health problems, with adjustable 

height desks by Actiu that promote working sitting 

down or standing up. 
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Mobility, the height adjustable desk capable 
of looking after your health while you work. 
Working on your feet for a few hours during 
the working day not only has a positive impact 
on health and well-being, it also improves your 
ability to concentrate and boosts productivity. 

Raise your
Health

Mobility Step
by Actiu

Product
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Mobility, the height adjustable desk capable 
of looking after your health while you work. 
Working on your feet for a few hours during 
the working day not only has a positive impact 
on health and well-being, it also improves your 
ability to concentrate and boosts productivity. 

Raise your
Health

Mobility Step
by Actiu

Product
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Talent is a collective, mobile, foldable, stackable and height 
adjustable table system, that offers great versatility to 
multi-spaces. They also provide an ergonomic impovement 
because the height adjustment system does not need an 
electrical connection. 

Talent
by Alegre Studio

Product
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With an anchorage system easy to use, Trama 
meets the needs  that arise at each installation 
allowing diferent compositions to perform 
quicky and efficiently. Trama allows the surface 
to be lifted enabling storage to save space. 

Trama
by Alegre Studio

Product
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Mobility and versatility are combined to provide 
ingenious equipment solutions. Its style 
uniqueness lie in simplicity and its wide variety 
of finishes and frames. 
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Cool
by Actiu

Product
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An actual proposal adaptable to 
any workplace environment. 
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Distributional 
organization
of workspace

Ofimat
by Actiu

Product
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A collection for managerial offices, executive suits and meeting areas 
where Actiu has researched into the purity at the office environment: 
straight lines and metal details providing quality and distinction to the 
Arco programme.

Arco
by Actiu

Product
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Dynamic
by Actiu

Product
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Wide program to equip working, 
training, learning or reception spaces.
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The tables that make up the Colectiva range have been 
designed to adapt to collaboration and concentration spaces at 
the corporate, training and home office level. 

Colectiva
by Actiu

Product
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Plek reinvents the typical concept of stackable office 
furniture. A program characterized by its great adaptability, 
allowing the incorporation of any natural shape. 

Plek
by Alegre Studio

Product
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New concept of 
stackable office furniture
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An efficient program of tables in 
harmony with its environment. Capable 
of adapting to different styles with a 
quality proven in different installations.

Tabula
by Actiu

Product
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INTENSIVE CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICADO USO INTENSIVO
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Trim, the new work chair from Actiu, designed 

by Alegre Design, was created to take care 

of people, improving their wellbeing and 

providing high performance support.

Facilitates
movement

Trim
by Alegre Studio

Product
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Evolution
at work for a 
healthy and 
productive life

Efit
by Alegre Studio

Product
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A chair inspired by the versatility and 

customisation of the younger generations, 

the millennials, and all those people 

opting for new and more dynamic, flexible 

and creative ways of working. A chair with 

a fresh, young and light-hearted aesthetic 

and committed to ergonomics and caring 

for one’s health. 
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Made with innovative and the latest 
technology materials Cron combines the 
quality of a managerial armchair, imposing 
and sleek, with an aspect of functional 
inspiration, comfort, light and dynamic. 

Cron
by Alegre Studio

Product
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Ligtness and usefulness 
in a management chair
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Tnk 500
by Alegre Studio

Product
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For the structure, it has been used die-cast 

aluminium to obtain a light and elegant 

product, whilst retaining all the mechanical 

and functional features of an operative chair. 
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Tnk Flex
by Alegre Studio

Product
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Flex incorporates in its seat a 
new Airflow Comfort System, 
a new technology developed by 
Actiu Research and Development 
Department by means of air 
compression and piping to 
provide maximum comfort. 
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Intelligent 
technology
a high level of 
comfort

Stay
by Alegre Studio

Product
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Stay is a high quality and competitive 
operative chair, an innovative product 
for its high moldable capacity. A chair 
selected at the Delta Awards , 2013 for 
its freshness, comfortability and high 
sustainability.



INTENSIVE CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICADO USO INTENSIVO

WINNER 30

WINNER 20 WINNER 50

66

High technology
with a high level
of comfort

Winner
by Alegre Studio

Product
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The availability of different colours of mesh 
and upholstered seats, in combination with 
multiple options in the selection of materials 
and finishes for the bases, covers and wheels, 
offer many customisation possibilities.



INTENSIVE CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICADO USO INTENSIVO

68

Tnk
by Alegre Studio

Product
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TNK  incorporates an innovative and exclusive mechanism 
of  progressive resistance, fully integrated and easily 
accessible from a seated position. Its technological 
development and engineering has allowed Actiu to 
obtain an exclusive patent for this mechanism. 
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Kados is an executive seating program with multiple 
finish possibilities with matching conference chairs and 
a choice of modern ergonomic mechanisms. 

Kados
by Javier Lledó

Product
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Karbon fiber chair is a wide chair with generous 
dimensions and extensive arms providing top comfort. 
The carbon fiber resistance combines with an exclusive 
design, that offers angles and organic surfaces from 3D 
effect done using 3K mesh which attracts the light and 
generates an unique visual effect. 

Product
Karbon
by ITEMdesignworks
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Whass
by ITEMdesignworks

Product
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A multifunctional product that’s 
light and easy to move, based on 
a monoblock framework. It can be 
easily stacked in a cart with up to 
30 units in a vertical position of up 
to 15 units. 
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Whass is designed for contract environments and more 
modern spaces. Its range of models, finishes and structures 
allows a varied and flexible usage. Its most remarkable quality 
is its super-stackability, which enables maximum space 
optimisation. 

Warmth
natural element
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Wing
by Ramos & Bassols

Product
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The new collective chair Wing, with a vintage style design, 
is useful for any environment, both interior and exterior, 
responding to the technical and aesthetics needs of the 
new trends in collective office furniture, for its design, colour, 
finishes and accessories. 

Wing, with a 
vintage style design
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Wing is a collective chair made by single-
shot injection, of proportioned and balanced 
shapes, robust and stable, adjustable sizes, with  
comfortable geometry and a backrest that wraps 
around the traditional wooden seat. 

Wing, with 
a vintage style design

Product
Wing
by Ramos & Bassols
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The new collective chair Wing, with a vintage 
style design, is useful for any environment, 
both interior and exterior, responding to the 
technical and aesthetics needs of the new 
trends in collective office furniture, for its 
design, colour, finishes and accessories. 



URBAN 10/20
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Urban is a family of chairs with a constructive 
concept of open architecture which allows 
multipe configurations. A versatile and universal 
product which offers various solutions through 
a range of models.

Urban Block
by ITEMdesignworks

Product
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Manufactured with eco-design criteria and 
where everything flows in a delicate way, 
without the rigidness or elements that distort 
the continuity of the forms.

Maximum 
functionality, 
in different uses



URBAN 50
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Manufactured with eco-design criteria and 
where everything flows in a delicate way, 
without the rigidness or elements that distort 
the continuity of the forms.

Product
Urban Plus
by ITEMdesignworks



URBAN 30
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With an innovative design and three 
options of ergonomic backs, urban allows 
configurations for collaboration, training 
and formal or informal meetings.

Product
Urban Plus
by ITEMdesignworks
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Seating program based on a contemporary 
design fabricada con materiales nobles 
offering exclusive features and created with 
the highest standards.

Uma
by Lledó & Campos

Product
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Comfortable, 
versatile
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Wide programme for multiple sectors: restaurants, 
training rooms, reception areas, offices, meeting rooms 
and other services.

Uma
by Lledó & Campos

Product
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Discreet style, 
elegant presence
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Ikara defines a plywood and skin seating 
concept by adding ergonomic features 
and a stylish frame providing an exclusive 
character to this programme.

Ikara
by Lledó & Campos

Product
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Noom
by Alegre Studio

Noom 50 is a chair that has been created to 
be enjoyed; both to look at and to sit on. The 
perfect balance between design and comfort 
that leaves nobody indifferent.

Designed
comfortable and 
elegant

Product
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Mit
by Alegre Studio

Product
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Mit is a seating programme with simple 
lines. The flexible PU provides the best 
functional and comfort features, as well 
as a unique visual effect.
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Plek seating,manufactured by Actiu and 
designed by Alegre Industrial,has been 
recognised with the prestigious red dot 
design awards: product design.

Product
Plek
by Alegre Studio
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Plek chair has a personal style: slim 
and continuous lines. Light design 
combined with materials suchas 
moulded aluminium frame, make 
Plek a unique product.  
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A aesthetics fun monobloc seating programme 
offering a versatile use in private or public 
environments. A fresh and original design.

Viva
by Alegre Studio

Product
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The Viva carcass includes an optional padded version 
manufctured with a double moulded SEBS layer (rubber 
feeling), providing a soft touch but optimum cleaning 
features and well as good tear and wear.

Technological
SEBS
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Spacio is a light and polyvalent chair for 

different environments such as contract 

or home office because of its design, 

different models and wide variety of 

colours and fabrics. 

Effective
simplicity

Spacio
by Alegre Studio

Product



Upholstered 
seat
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Protective Screens 
by Actiu

“During these uncertain times, it is essential to create sustainable and healthy working environments. The layout of 
the space and furniture and the way the work is organised, together with aspects such as water, lighting, movement, 
temperature, materials and air quality, have an important impact on our mental health and social interactions. In fact, 
if these factors are not taken into consideration, or implemented badly, they may seriously affect workers’ health”

Product
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A panel that separation 
without losing out on 

interaction and visual contact

Hospital

Pharmacy

Opticians

Bakery

Administration
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The 360 freestanding screen is a divider 
and decorative element for the work 
environment. Contributes to improve the 
acoustic comfort of the area where it is 
allocated. 

360º Screen
by Actiu

Product
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Link presents an auto assembly modular system from 
pieces of injected aluminium which enable multiple 
possibilities using by joining modules, which creates 
microarchitectures for designers and architects. 

Link
by ITEMdesignworks

Product
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Link presents,  
a modular system
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D500 is an integral division system ideal for the 
Space arrangements and the cable management 
of the workplace. Which results in both an original 
and versatile layouts. 

D500
by Actiu

Product
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D150
by Actiu

Product
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Configurations that combine technology and 
design with a wide range of materials that 
improve acoustic comfort while optimizing 
space.

Specific
solutions

Desk Mounted Screens
by Actiu

Product
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Split
by Actiu

112

Agile
microspaces

Product

The Split screen range is highly versatile, its light 
structure version (up to 2 metres tall), facilitates 
creating microspaces within an open-plan 
office, offering the possibility of dividing and 
separating work areas according to the needs at 
any given moment.
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New program of armchairs, 
chairs and stools

Noom
by Alegre Studio

Product
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Noom fuses artisan upholstery with 3D 
patterns and seams technologies. It creates 
an unprecedented geometry from a 
soft and back to front design capable of 
generating new sensations in all kinds of 
spaces.  Furthermore, Noom represents 
a technological leap in terms of furniture 
upholstery.
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BEST of NEOCON
GOLD AWARD
Lounge Furniture Collections

Longo received the American recognition when 
it won the Gold prize for “The Best of NeoCon” 
in the “Lounge Furniture Collection” category. A 
comprehensive range of sofas, armchairs, modular 
structures, filling systems and functional seats that 
are recognised for their excellent design and the 
productive solutions they provide. 

Longo
by Ramos & Bassols

Product
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BEST of NEOCON
GOLD AWARD
Lounge Furniture Collections

Longo received the American recognition when 
it won the Gold prize for “The Best of NeoCon” 
in the “Lounge Furniture Collection” category. A 
comprehensive range of sofas, armchairs, modular 
structures, filling systems and functional seats that 
are recognised for their excellent design and the 
productive solutions they provide. 

Longo
by Ramos & Bassols

Product
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Sometimes daily work becomes routine, 
the pressure blocks our creativity and 
we would like to evade and run away to 
another place where we could disonnect, 
relax, breathe deeply to get back the best 
performance level. What if we told you 
that this is possible? What if we told you 
that this already exists and it is called 
Longo? 
Now you don’t have to leave the office to 
get away...

Longo Pod
by Ramos & Bassols

Product
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Longo enables more friendly, open 
and relaxed environments, where 
formal structures and dynamic 
spaces thrive to create a harmonious 
environment. 
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Longo  is a system capable of taking your work level to the desired point. 
Longo fuses soft seating with the office using a platform from a robust 
structure but with a light aspect, which acts as a link to connect and 
branch numerous modules in a space. 

Modules
individuals

Longo Nomada
by Ramos & Bassols

Product
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Badminton is the new active, dynamic and daring 

armchair from actiu, intended as an iconic element 

withing the office. Thanks to its dynamic and open 

conception, it enables conversation, reading and 

the use of electronic devices without falling into a 

relaxed state which stops your concentration. 

Badminton
by ITEMdesignworks

Product
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Badminton also has a wide range of possibilities 
in its colours, textures and finishes because you 
can choose the finish for the shell and the two 
upholsteries in the interior. 
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It is an elastic, modular and organic soft seating range inspired by nature. 
Just like undulating water that navigates through the terrain, Bend draws 
spaces by generating different resting areas that adapt to all users and 
requirements. Thanks to its easy integration into the furniture, the Bend is 
equipped with an accessory kit.

Bend
by Stone Designs

Product
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The different depths and forms of its seats are 

precisely what generates this organic movement 

that enables Bend to never seem like a linear 

and uniform piece. The range was designed 

with a desire for open configuration and an 

almost infinite capacity to be customised, thus 

providing the user with simplicity, comfort and 

varied options for use.
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Soft, is a model of the sofas from the operational realm, 

straight lines and great robustness whose comfort enables 

informal work spaces integrated into different management, 

meeting, waiting rooms and areas.

Soft
by Actiu

Product



SOFT S-10 SOFT S-50
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The new program offers a wide range of standardized 

measures that allow, at the same time, development of 

specific products for projects when required.

Audit
by Alegre Studio

Product
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A reception counter system that enables communication in attending areas. A 
modular system which create’s casual, elegant and plain proposals.

Informa
by Actiu

Product
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The shape of the seat surface and the backrest at 
Passport adapts to the shape of human body ensuring a 
comfortable and healthy position, with the possibility of 
special seats for disabled users.

Passport
by Alegre Studio

Product
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Passport  is a modular bench system 

for passenger terminals and high 

traffic areas with modern architecture.
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Avant  is a modular bench system with 

a soft lines design and a great quality 

look, providing a contemporary, fresh 

and functional image.

Avant
by Alegre Studio

Product
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With or without arms in any seat, side tables 

and finished in natural wood, steel or integral 

polyurethane. The benches can be easily fixed 

to the ground.
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Design and engineering are inspired by natural 
architecture to create Transit. Combination of 
beauty, strength and ergonomics define this 
personal bench seating.

Transit
by Alegre Studio

Product
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by Actiu

Product

Melamine lockers are suitable for any space. They stand out for their elegance 
and robustness. Due to their aesthetic, they are widely used in changing 
rooms, premises, offices, corridors or visiting areas, institutions, offices...

Lockers
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An supply capable of serving multiple sectors in various 
fields: industry, banking, health, education, airport 
terminals, culture....

Industrial
sustainability

Metal Filing System
by Actiu

Product
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An supply capable of serving multiple sectors in various 
fields: industry, banking, health, education, airport terminals, 
culture....

Melamine Storages
by Actiu

Product
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Pedestals designed for everyday use. Classification 

system by using drawers and filing drawers easy to 

access and with complete opening. Wide variety of 

pedestals for every need and environment. A flexible 

and versatile proposal with practical storage solutions. 

They are used as auxiliary storage in operational 

locations where the storaging of accessible physical 

documentation is necessary for daily work. 

Industrial
sustainability

Melamine Pedestals
by Actiu

Product
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Pedestals designed for everyday use. 
Classification system by using drawers and 
filing frames easy to access and totally 
opened.  Wide variety of pedestals for any 
need and environment. A flexible and 
versatile proposal with practical solutions 
filing. They are used as auxiliary storage 
in operating locations where the filing 
of accessible physical documentation is 
necessary for daily work.

Metal Pedestals
by Actiu

Product
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Modular storage systems, mobile and 

ver-satile, designed to offer ingenious 

solutions to the filing and storage 

requirements of daily work.

On Time
by Alegre Studio

Product



block 20 

block 30 
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A contemporary design of straight lines 

where noble materials are combined with 

high performance use. A concept that 

perfectly adapts to all types of environments 

characterized by its elegance and versatility.

Product
Block
by Alegre Studio
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It is based on a structural system 

of great visual lightness, built by a 

steel profile frame linked by shelves 

which determine the different levels 

of progression.

Level Library
by Alegre Studio

Product
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Class meets all the criteria for 
sustainable production, resulting in a 
robust and stable product, respectful 
with the environment, a competitive 
solution for projects where the quality, 
responsibility and cost are key factors.

Class Library
by Alegre Studio

Product
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Cubic is a range of office archiving furniture 

whose symmetry offers optimum storage 

solutions and great ease of access. The Cubic 

range of cabinets boasts a simple and timeless 

design. Modern aesthetic, for professional and 

manager offices. Option sliding doors in MCF 

or glass with an aluminum frame.

Cubic
by Actiu

Product
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Longo storage units are the best solution for 

the user that needs filing systems that create 

an unobstructed view and provide an efficient 

solution for daily storage. 

Product
Longo Storage
by Ramos & Bassols



COLLECTION
AGILE

Agile 
collection 
by Actiu 
is a set of 
solutions to 
adapt offices 
to new Agile 
methodologies
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Technology
and connectivity

Caddy
by Actiu

Product

Freestanding screen on castors for receiving TV/
monitor up to 65’’ and with a maximum load of 35kg 
including power frame for integrated connectivity. It 
can be offered in melamine finish or fully upholstered, 
providing in turn a sound absorbing solution.

Flat screens are easily installed in the Caddy through 
the VESA perforations that are built into the surface by 
minimizing the mounting depth of the monitor.
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by Actiu

Product
Caddy 500

New range of freestanding and versatile screens 
on castors which allow the partition of the space 
into different areas by creating ephemeral micro-
architectures. Therefore, it helps to improve the 
work area flexibility as the Caddy 500 can integrate 
whiteboards and interactive displays by increasing 
its own operability. It also offers the possibility of 
integrating optional accessories as decorative trays.
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by Actiu

Product

A new concept of grandstands that enables to redesign 
the space quickly and efficiently. His modular essence 
and incorporation of wheels energize the workspace 
and allow you to create new areas easily.

Grada
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Acoustic and decorative panels to improve working 
conditions specially in open spaces. Thanks to the fabric and 
inner foam we can create a higher acoustic ambience.

Its right angles allow the panels to be used individually or as a 
grid by generating very warm and comforable environments. 
They are also available in a wide range of fabrics and colors 
and allow us a very easy installation.

Acoustic panels
by Actiu

Product
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An asymmetrical table inspired by the nature. 
It is defined by having smooth lines and 
a rounded design due to fit into different 
informal work environments, being combined 
with soft seating solutions thanks to the 
different heights. 

It offers different possibilities of use such as 
writing or just basic interactive works.

by Actiu

Product
Agile Table
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PERSONS
Supporting them in each project and 
working with each one of them to ensure 
their well-being, with furnishing solutions 
that improve the interaction between 
users and the space they work in. 

We work for people and their Wellbeing

DON’T STOP BELIEVING, DON’T STOP CREATING | ACTIU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nR_-cOxC_8s



